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In this work, we present DFT calculations of the energetics of the base-pair anion and cation radicals of
adenine-thymine (AT) and adenine-uracil (AU). At the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level, we find that the adiabatic
electron affinities (AEAs) are 0.30 eV for AT and 0.32 eV for AU. These values are both positive but slightly
smaller than previously reported values for the AEA of guanine-cytosine (GC) and the hypoxanthine-
cytosine base pair (IC). Furthermore, the AT and AU anion radical vertical electron detachment energies are
also smaller than those of GC and IC, with that of AT only about half of GC’s. For electron transfer between
two identical isolated base pairs, the reorganization energies,λ, are calculated to be AT(0.76), AU(1.06),
IC(1.25), and GC(1.31 eV). These results indicate that the AT base pair has a shallow trap depth and provides
a favorable route for electron transfer, which explains previous experimental results that electron-transfer
rates were higher in polydAdT than in polydGdC. Values of the ionization energies reported are in good
agreement with the best estimates of previous work. For hole transfer, the reorganization energies,λ, are
calculated to be AT(0.37), AU(0.53), IC(0.66), and GC(0.70 eV). These suggest that hole transfer through
sequences of stacked AT base pairs may be most favorable. Base-pairing energies are also reported, which
show that the formation of cation and anion radicals tends to increase base-pairing energies substantially,
with cations more strongly affected than anions. We further show that whereas the predicted electron affinity
of the individual base hypoxanthine (abreviated “I”) is very slightly more than that of cytosine, base pairing
in IC increases the relative electron affinity of cytosine in relation to that of hypoxanthine. Thus, we find that
as I approaches C the electron transfers from I to C so that the electron localizes preferentially on cytosine
in the fully optimized IC base-pair anion radical.

Introduction

Excess electron and hole transfer within DNA continues to
attract considerable experimental1 and theoretical2 attention, in
part owing to its importance in understanding radiation damage3

as well as in the development of novel DNA technologies.4 The
most important properties for such transfer are the energetics
(reduction potential, ionization energies, and electron affinity,
etc.) of DNA bases and base pairs. A variety of experimental
and theoretical reports concerning the energetics of single bases
or nucleotides are available;5-10 however, fewer studies on DNA
base pairs in their ion-radical states are available.5f,11-16 Rein
and Harris11 reported the first theoretical study of ion radicals
of the GC base pair including considerations of proton transfer
and tunneling. Colson et al.5f later reported ab initio calculations
on each of the DNA base-pair ion radicals. This was extended
to the DFT level by Hutter and Clark12 for the GC base-pair
cation radical and both GC and AT base pair cations by Bertran
et al.13 Recently, we reported DFT calculations for both anion
and cation radicals of the GC and IC base pairs.14 These
theoretical studies with the DNA base anion and cation radicals
show the importance of proton transfer within the base-pair
radical ion to the stabilization of these species. Proton transfer
is predicted by theory to be favorable for the GC anion
radical,5f,14 and all theoretical reports agree that for the GC cation

radical the transfer is only slightly unfavorable (1.2 kcal,13 1.4
kcal,14 1.6 kcal12). These results are in reasonable agreement
with estimates from experiment.17 The proton transfer in AT
base-pair ion radicals was predicted to be unfavorable for both
cations and anions by experiment,17 although early ab initio
results5f with the 3-21G* basis set suggested otherwise. Re-
cently, improved DFT results of Bertran et al.13 for the AT cation
radical clearly predict that interbase proton transfer from the
amine group on A to the oxygen on T is nearly thermally neutral
(1.2 kcal) with a low activation energy, as found for the GC
cation radical.13 Other possible interbase proton transfers in the
cation radicals such as double proton transfers13 or transfer from
T to A in the AT cation12 were found to be far less favorable.

These reports5f,12-14 and others5,17-20 show that base pairing
and proton transfer can alter DNA energetics and affect the
pattern of electron and hole transfer within DNA. Of course to
produce results more applicable to the biological environment,
other interactions must be included such asπ stacking,21,22

hydration, and solvation effects.22-24 Of these efforts, LeBreton
and co-workers have performed calculations of the aqueous
solution ionization energies of full nucleotide structures,23c-d

and they along with Saito and co-workers21 have elucidated the
effect of stacking on guanine ionization energies.

This work is an extension of our previous theoretical study
on the energetics of GC and IC base pairs14 to a detailed
consideration of the energetics of AT and AU base-pair anion
and cation radicals. This includes electron affinities, ionization
energies, and base-pairing energies. These calculations allow
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us to make a comparison of the energetics of the base pairs at
the same level of calculation. Our results predict stable covalent
anions for all base pairs. Moreover, a surprising change in the
spin and charge distributions in IC is reported as the two
separated bases approach one another.

Abbreviations for terms employed in this work are AEA,
adiabatic electron affinity; VEA, vertical electron affinity; AIE,
adiabatic ionization energy; VIE, vertical ionization energy;
VEDE, vertical electron detachment energy; and VEAE, vertical
electron attachment energy. The first four terms have their usual
meanings. The VEDE of a base-pair anion radical is the energy
difference between the base-pair anion in its optimized geometry
and its neutral structure before nuclear relaxation. The VEAE
of the base-pair cation radical is the energy difference between
the base-pair cation radical in its optimized geometry and the
neutral base pair in the identical geometry. It corresponds to
the energy released on electron addition to the cation radical
before nuclear relaxation. Base-pair structures and numbering
schemes referred to in this work are shown in Figure 1.

Method

The structures of AT and AU anion/cation radicals were
preoptimized at the Hartree-Fock (HF/6-31G(D) level and were
then further optimized at the DFT B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level
using the Gaussian 98 program package.25 The method of
optimization was the default Berny algorithm. This level of DFT
calculation has been shown in our earlier work on DNA base
anion radicals to produce results in reasonable agreement with
experiment,7 and these results were found to be superior to
earlier HF and MP2 calculations that had to be scaled by an
additive correction constant to yield reasonable results.5d An
extensive recent review of theoretical calculations of electron
affinities showed that the B3LYP functional (tied with BLYP)
gave the smallest average absolute error for 91 different species
when compared to a number of other functionals.26 For base-
pair cations, several workers have employed the DFT B3LYP
level with good results for ionization energies.12-14 For example,
Hutter and Clark12 found good agreement with DNA base-
ionization energies. In addition, Bertran et al.13 found that the
DFT B3LYP calculations compare favorably with CCSD(T)
calculations for interaction energies in cationic base-pair model
systems.

Frequency calculations for all the optimized structures of
neutral and ion-radical base pairs and calculations for single-
point energies of these optimized structures in other charge or
radical ion states (e.g., the AT cation radical in the neutral radical
geometry, etc.) were performed at the same level (B3LYP/
6-31+G(d)). Final optimized structures are available in Cartesian

coordinates (x, y, z) in the Supporting Information. A scaling
factor of 0.9804 was used in all frequency calculations for the
zero-point energy and thermodynamic corrections, as in our
previous work.14

GaussView, version 1.027 was used in the studies of distance-
dependent charge distribution in the I-C base-pair anion radical.
The base pairs were constructed by merging the geometries
(anion radical or neutral optimized at the B3LYP/D95V+(d)
level) of hypoxanthine and cytosine. The two ring systems were
oriented appropriately at various distances followed by single-
point energy calculations at the B3LYP/D95V+(d) level for
charge- and spin-distribution information. Three types of IC base
pairs were thus constructed, covering several possible combina-
tions of the two bases in either anion or neutral geometry and
the interbase distances varied. All are for the anion radical state
but for the specific geometries designated by these abbrevia-
tions: I-& C0, I0 & C-, and I0 & C0 where, for example, I- &
C0 refers to a calculation of the base-pair anion using the
optimized geometry of the I anion radical and the C neutral
species. The full optimization of the IC base-pair anion radical
was also performed at B3LYP/D95V+(D), and its energy was
used as a reference. Spin and charge distributions were
calculated using the Mulliken population analyses.

Result and Discussion

1. Energetics of Base Pairs.The calculated values of electron
affinities and ionization energies for the base pairs AT and AU
are listed in Table 1. For comparison, our previous results14 for
GC and IC are listed as well. The DFT-calculated IEs of AT
and GC by Hutter and Clark12 at the B3LYP/D95* level are
also shown for comparison.

Electron Affinities. It can be seen that, although all the four
base pairs have positive adiabatic EAs, those of AT and AU
are somewhat smaller than those of GC and IC. However, the
vertical electron detachment energy (VEDE) of AT is only about
half that of GC, making it more facile to remove an electron
from the AT anion radical than from the GC anion radical. The
adiabatic EA corresponds to the relaxed trapping energy, and
the VEDE indicates the energy needed for ejection of the
electron. The values in Table 1 suggest that the depth of the
energy trap for an excess electron by a base pair as measured

Figure 1. Structure and numbering scheme of the base pairs.

TABLE 1: Electron Affinities and Ionization Energies of
Base Pairs Calculated at
B3LYP/6-31+G(d)//B3LYP/6-31+G(d)

Electron Affinities (eV)

adiabatic EA VEA VEDE

base pair uncorrected ZPE corrected uncorrected uncorrected

AT 0.11 0.30 -0.16 0.60
AU 0.18 0.32 -0.13 0.93
GC 0.36 0.49 -0.15 1.16
IC 0.26 0.42 -0.19 1.06

Ionization Energy (eV)

adiabatic IE VIE VEAEa

base pair uncorrected ZPE corrected uncorrected uncorrected

AT 7.70 7.68; 7.45a 7.80; 7.74a 7.43
AU 7.70 7.68 7.91 7.38
GC 6.89 6.90; 6.71a 7.23; 7.16a 6.53
IC 7.68 7.63 7.94 7.28

a Results by Hutter and Clark12 at DFT B3LYP/D95*//UHF/6-31G*.
From a linear correlation to experimental IE values for single bases,
these authors found a relationship that suggested their IE values should
be increased by ca. 0.3 eV. Bertran et al.13 give estimates of 7.79 and
6.96 eV for AIEs of AT and GC.
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by the adiabatic EA follows the order AT< AU < IC < GC.
This is clearly seen in Figure 2, which compares the energetics
of cycles of electron addition to and removal from the four base
pairs, including our previous work on IC and GC.14 Clearly, of
the four base pairs considered, AT shows the smallest values
of the energetic changes: AEA, VEDE, and NRs.

The same ordering of trapping depth was found in earlier
work for AT and GC.5f Base stacking and local conditions
present in natural DNA of course alter this ordering-of-trapping
well depth.5a,28

Al-Jihad et al.15 report a value of-0.4 eV for the AEA of
AT from a MP2/6-31++G**//HF/6-31++G** calculation.
Colson et al. also report MP2 calculations on DNA base
pairs.5a,e,f These calculations predict values of EA that are
substantially lower than expected for base pairs.12,13 We note
that in this earlier work Colson et al.5f computed the base-pair
electron affinities of GC and AT to be-0.75 and-1.05 eV,
respectively, at the HF (6-31+G(d)//3-21G) level. These values
were recognized by these authors to be low, and they employed
an additive correction constant5d,f from comparison of theory
and experiment that brought the values to 0.6 eV for GC and
0.3 eV for AT; the corrected values are in good agreement with
results from the present work (0.5 and 0.3 eV, respectively).

Our results predict that all base pairs have small but negative
vertical EAs (uncorrected for ZPE). Interestingly, each of the
base pairs appears to be of similar EA before nuclear relaxation.
This provides a mechanism for an initial rapid transfer through
DNA before relaxation traps the electron. The relaxation
energies for each base pair after electron attachment (AEA-
VEA) are AT(0.27), AU(0.31), IC(0.45), and GC(0.51 eV), and
the relaxation energies after vertical detachment of an electron
from each base-pair anion (VEDE-AEA) are AT(0.49), AU-
(0.75), IC(0.80), and GC(0.80 eV). For electron transfer from
an isolated base pair to another isolated base pair of the same
type, the overall reorganization energy,λ, is sum of these two
relaxation energies, which are AT(0.76), AU(1.06), IC(1.25),
and GC(1.31 eV). The relaxation energy or nuclear reorganiza-
tion energy acts as a barrier to transfer and suggests that GC
will provide the largest barrier.

Ionization Energies. The ionization energies reported in
Table 1 show that GC has the smallest IE and is easiest to ionize,
as reported in previous works.5a,12,13The other three base pairs
have similar IE values. Values of Hutter and Clark12 for AT
and GC are about 0.2 eV less than ours, but they suggest from
a linear correlation to experimental IE values that their values
(see Table 1) should be increased by ca. 0.3 eV. Bertran et al.13

also report DFT calculations for AT and GC and give estimates
of 7.79 and 6.96 eV for AT and GC, respectively, after adjusting
the experimental values of the IE for G and C by the increase
in base-pairing binding energies on ionization. These values and
the corrected values of Hutter and Clark are within ca. 0.1 eV
of our ZPE-corrected values of the adiabatic IEs. The agreement
among the three approaches suggests that some confidence
should be given to these values.

The vertical electron attachment energy (VEAE, not corrected
for ZPEs) of GC is the smallest of those of the base pairs as
well. Figure 3 shows the energetics of ionization and electron-
hole recombination for each of the base pairs under consideration
and thus visually compares the energy cost of hole transfer.
For hole transfer through a base pair, the upper limit of the
energy barrier is the vertical IE, and the lower limit is the
adiabatic IE. Figure 3 clearly shows that the energy barrier
follows the order GC, AT ≈ AU ≈ IC, and even the upper
limit for GC is below the lower limit of the other base pairs.
These properties might suggest that sequences high in the GC
base pair are the best media for hole transfer in double-stranded
DNA; however, the reorganization energies argue against this.
For an adiabatic hole-transfer process between two isolated
identical base pairs, the energy barrier is composed of the sum
of two relaxation energies: the relaxation of donor and acceptor
base pairs. The donor relaxation energies (AIE-VEAE) are AT-
(0.27), AU(0.32), IC(0.40), and GC(0.36 eV), whereas the
acceptor relaxation energies (VIE -AIE) are AT(0.10), AU(0.21),

Figure 2. Energetic cycles for excess electron addition to the four
DNA base pairs followed by its removal. Solid vertical arrows represent
addition/removal of the electron, and dashed vertical arrows represent
nuclear relaxation process. Upon addition of an electron, the neutral
relaxed base pair, BP0, goes vertically (VEA) to the anion radical in
the neutral geometry (BP0)-, and nuclear relaxation results in the relaxed
anion radical, BP-. Detachment of an electron (VEDE) from the relaxed
BP- results in the neutral species in the geometry of the anion radical
(BP-)0, and nuclear relaxation then brings it back to the neutral base
pair, BP0. All energies are in eV.

Figure 3. Ionization-energy cycles for four DNA base pairs. In each
cycle, the vertical (VIE) and adiabatic (AIE) ionization energies in eV
are shown. The vertical ionization transition is from the relaxed neutral
base pair BP0 at the base of the diagram to the nonrelaxed base-pair
cation (BP0)+, whereas the adiabatic transition is to the relaxed base-
pair cation BP+. The VIE and AIE provide the upper and lower energies
for hole formation in the isolated base pair. The nuclear relaxation
energy of the base pair after ionization, represented by the differences
in energy between the (BP0)+ state and the lower-energy BP+ state, is
an important energy barrier to hole transfer through DNA. On
neutralization of BP+ by an electron, it immediately becomes the neutral
species but in the geometry of the cation (BP+)0. This is followed by
relaxation to the neutral base-pair geometry, BP0. The combined
relaxation energies account for the reorganization energy for hole
transfer between identical bases.
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IC(0.26), and GC(0.34 eV). The sum of these values gives the
reorganization energies,λ, which are AT(0.37), AU(0.53), IC-
(0.66), and GC(0.70 eV).1j Thus, these results suggest that AT
base pairs would provide a lower reorganization barrier to hole
transfer. In agreement, experiments have suggested that the
transfer through stacked ATs in an AT bridge between the donor
and the acceptor is very rapid.1b,c

The overall relative energetics of the AT base pair in different
charge/geometry states is illustrated in Figure 4, using the energy
of the optimized neutral AT as a reference (0.00 eV). Similarly,
Figure 5 illustrates the relative energetics of the AU base pair
in different charge and geometry states with the optimized
neutral AU as an energy reference. Similar graphics for GC

and IC base pairs have been reported in our previous work.12

Values in parentheses include ZPE correction.
The charge and spin distributions between the bases in

optimized base pairs (AT and AU) are summarized in Table 2.
Both neutral base pairs have a small positive charge localized
on purine base portion A and an equal amount of negative
charge on the pyrimidine portion (T or U). In the optimized
anions, the charge and spin largely localize on the pyrimidine
portion, whereas in both cation radicals, the charge and spin
largely localize on the purine base (A). Because A has a smaller
electron affinity and ionization energy than T or U,6,7 these
results are expected. The increased amount of delocalization in
the AT pair compared to that of the AU base pair for the cations
is of interest. Detailed charge and spin distributions as well as
isotropic hyperfine couplings are available in Supporting
Information.

2. Base-Pairing Energy. The base-pairing energies are
defined as the difference in the energy between the fully
optimized base pair and the sum of the individual energies of
the two optimized bases. Table 3 lists the base-pairing energies
calculated for various base pairs. We note that the BP energies
we calculate for GC0 and AT0 are close to previously reported
experimental values of 21 and 13 kcal/mol, respectively.28 We
also note that many previous calculations of base-pairing
energies are also close to these experimental values for the
neutral base pairs.19,20 We assume that the energetics for the
other base pairs and their ionic forms in our work are reasonable
estimates of their interaction energies. Corrections for basis set
superposition errors (BSSE) are not made but are expected to
be small (ca. 2 kcal/mol) because they are known to decrease
with basis set size20 and are reduced by the inclusion of diffuse
functions.19g,j In this regard, our values are very near those of
Bertran et al.13 that include a BSSE correction and were
performed with a similar basis set without diffuse functions (see
Table 3). Finally, it is the changes in base-pairing energy on
ion-radical formation that is of major interest to us, and this
will not be significantly affected by BSSE because BSSE
corrections are of similar magnitude for a particular base pair.13

We find that the cationic radical forms of the base pairs have
substantial increases in their base-pairing energies, whereas the
anionic radical forms show substantial increases for GC and
IC but have only small increases for AT and AU. The 17-kcal/
mol increase for the base-pairing energy in the GC cation radical
is especially striking but is nearly matched by the 13-kcal/mol
increase for the GC anion radical. Earlier reported5f ab initio
HF calculations uncorrected for BSSE performed with the
6-31+G(d) basis set for the GC and AT base pairs, and their
ion radicals are quite close to those found in this work. In that
report, the increase in the base-pairing energy on ion-radical
formation was attributed to an increase in the hydrogen bond
strengths between the base pairs. This is likely the case because

Figure 4. Diagram of the relative energies of various AT base-pair
anion radical, neutral, and cation radical species (initial structures)
showing the energy separations that correspond to the AEA, VEA, AIE,
VIE, AEDE, VEAE, and nuclear relaxations. Both ZPE corrected (in
parentheses) and uncorrected energies are presented for optimized
stationary structures (marked with a thick line), and only uncorrected
energies are presented for nonequilibrium structures (thin line). The
energy of the AT neutral in its optimized structure is set as a reference
(0 eV). All values on the left are calculated at the optimized anion
geometry. Those in the middle are at the optimized neutral geometry,
and those on the right are at the optimized cation geometry.

Figure 5. Diagram of the relative energies of various AU base-pair
anion radical, neutral, and cation radical species (initial structures)
showing the energy separations that correspond to the AEA, VEA, AIE,
VIE, AEDE, VEAE, and nuclear relaxations. Both ZPE corrected (in
parentheses) and uncorrected energies are presented for optimized
stationary structures (marked with a thick line), and only uncorrected
energies are presented for nonequilibrium structures (thin line). The
energy of the AU neutral in its optimized structure is set as a reference
(0 eV). All values on the left are calculated at the optimized anion
geometry. Those in the middle are at the optimized neutral geometry,
and those on the right are at the optimized cation geometry.

TABLE 2: Charge and Spin Distributions in Optimized AT
and AU Base Pairs

method: B3LYP/6-31+G(d)

charge spin

AT neutral anion cation anion cation

total 0 -1 1 1 1
A 0.05 -0.11 0.82 0.05 0.86
T -0.05 -0.89 0.18 0.95 0.14

AU

total 0 -1 1 1 1
A 0.03 -0.10 0.90 0.02 0.98
U -0.03 -0.90 0.10 0.98 0.02
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they are the dominant interactions between the base pairs. As
might be expected from the increased base-pairing energies in
most of the ion radicals, specific hydrogen-bonding distances
in these base-pair ion radicals show significant shortening of
distances by up to 0.28 Å; however, others show lengthening.
(See Supporting Information for a table of hydrogen bond
distances).

Proton transfer from N3 on the purine to N1 on the pyrimidine
is expected for the GC, the IC base-pair anion and cation
radicals,5f,12-14 and the AU cation radical.12 Proton transfer is
found to have both stabilizing and destabilizing effects on the
base-pair energetics (Table 3). This stabilization is quite
substantial for the IC anion and cation radicals (7 and 5 kcal/
mol, respectively). For the GC anion radical, this extra stabiliza-
tion is about 3 kcal/mol. However, for the GC cation radical,
we calculated a slight destabilization of the base pair by 1.4
kcal/mol, whereas Bertran et al.13 report a 0.4-kcal/mol desta-
bilizing effect for proton transfer in the AT cation radical. Both
before and after proton transfer, the GC cation radical base pair
is still the most strongly bonded base pair. Thus, whereas proton
transfer slightly weakens the bonding in the GC cation, as has
been predicted from gas-phase experiments28 as well as solution-
phase experiments,17 dissociation of the complex is clearly not
expected at 298 K and below.

The entropy changes on base pairing are found to be relatively
constant and are principally a result of the loss of 1 mol of
gaseous molecules on base pairing, which results in a driving
force for dissociation of the base pair. Thus, free-energy changes
(∆G) at 298 K are substantially less than the enthalpy changes
(∆H) for all species. Whereas substantial bonding interactions
remain at 298 K for most species, it is questionable whether

AT and AU neutral base pairs would be observable at 298 K in
the gas phase, although clearly at lower temperatures they should
be found.

3. Charge/Spin Distribution between Hypoxanthine(I) and
Cytosine(C) in a Base Pair.In previous work,7 we found that
cytosine and hypoxanthine have nearly equivalent adiabatic EAs
with values near zero eV. The nearly equal EAs would suggest
that an excess electron may be shared in the IC base pair (see
structure below). However, in previous work,14 we found that
in the optimized IC anion radical and the proton-transferred IC
anion radical virtually 100% of the spin resides on C, with no
significant spin on I. The anion radical of the IC base pair is
unstable toward proton transfer from N1 on hypoxanthine to
N3 on cytosine, and this proton transfer is energetically quite
favorable (7 kcal/mol). Before proton transfer, the base pair has
a positive adiabatic electron affinity (0.42 eV), calculated at
the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level with ZPE correction. The sub-
stantial increase in the EA of the base pair compared to that of
the single bases is a well-known effect of base pairing and had
been reported previously5f and discussed above.

Here we report an interesting phenomenon. We constructed
a series of three IC base-pair types with either optimized anion-
(-) or neutral(0) geometries of I and C. They are the optimized
I anion radical and C in its neutral geometry [I- & C0] and the
optimized C anion radical and I in its neutral geometry [I0 &
C-] as well as I and C both in their optimized neutral geometries
[I 0 & C0]. In each type, the two bases were placed at several
distances along a path to form the base pair, without altering
their already-optimized geometries, as shown below. Single-
point energy calculations were performed, and the results were
collected in Table 4, showing the change in distance (using
hypoxanthine H(N1) to cytosine N3 as the measurement) with
the change in charge and spin distributions on cytosine as well
as the relative energy (as compared to that of the optimized IC

TABLE 3: DFT Calculated (B3LYP/6-31+G(d)) Energetics
of Base Pairing at 298.15 K, 1.0 atma,b

neutral pairing
energies ∆E ∆H ∆G ∆S

G0 + C0 f GC0 -22.9 -23.5 (-24.0) -12.5(-12.6) -36.8
I0 + C0 f IC0 -17.0 -17.6 -6.8 -36.1
A0 + T0 f AT0 -10.7 -11.3 (-10.9) -1.7 (0.3) -32.2
A0 + U0 f AU0 -10.1 -10.7 -0.40 -34.6

anion pairing ∆E ∆H ∆G ∆S

G0 + C- f GC- -36.2 -36.8 -25.0 -39.5
G0 + C- f GC- (PT)c -39.1 -39.7 -28.1 -38.7
I0 + C- f IC- -28.35 -28.95 -17.8 -37.4
I0 + C- f IC- (PT)c -34.9 -35.5 -25.1 -34.9
A0 + T- f AT- -12.8 -13.4 -4.96 -28.4
A0 + U- f AU- -12.8 -13.4 -4.35 -30.2

cation pairing ∆E ∆H ∆G ∆S

G+ + C0 f GC+ -40.5 -41.1 (-43.0) -28.7 (-30.0) -41.6
G+ + C0 f GC+ (PT)c -39.1 -39.7 (-41.7) -27.3 (-28.7) -41.6
I+ + C0 f IC+ -33.8 -34.4 -23.3 -37.2
I+ + C0 f IC+ (PT)c -38.9 -39.45 -28.4 -37.1
A+ + T0 f AT+ -20.6 -21.2 (-21.7) -10.1 (-10.5) -37.0
A+ + T0 f AT+(PT)b,c (-21.3) (-9.1) (-40.9)
A+ + U0 f AU+ -19.5 -20.1 -9.0 -37.2

a ∆E, ∆H, and∆G are in kcal/mol.∆Svalues are in cal/mol/K. All
values include ZPE and thermodynamic corrections at 298.15 K and
1.0 atm.b Values in parentheses are BSSE-corrected at B3LYP 6-31G**
from Bertran et al.13 Note that all other values are at B3LYP 6-31+G(d)
and are not BSSE-corrected.c These values are calculated for the base-
pair cation and anion radicals after proton transfer from N1 on guanine
to N3 on cytosine or N1 on hypoxanthine to N3 of cytosine.14 Proton
transfer is not expected in the AT or AU anion radical base pairs,5f,14,17

but theory suggests that transfer from the amine group on A to oxygen
on T is likely in the AT cation radical.13

TABLE 4: Charge and Spin on C as It Approaches I in the
IC Anion Radical at Various Geometries of I and C

total charge) -1, spin) +1 level: B3LYP/D95V+(d)

geometrya distance (Å) charge spin relative energy (eV)b

fully optimized 1.58 -0.81 1.0 0.00

I- & C0 infinity 0 0 1.45
3.02 0.00 0.02 1.02
2.54 -0.43 0.45 0.90
2.02 -0.46 0.52 0.66
1.85 -0.57 0.64 0.74

I0 & C- infinity -1 1 1.33
2.99 -0.79 0.82 0.81
2.68 -0.81 0.84 0.71
2.06 -0.82 0.88 0.47
1.79 -0.86 0.92 0.47

I0 & C0 3.01 0.00 0.02 2.64
2.63 -0.61 0.64 0.85
2.04 -0.62 0.66 0.59
1.79 -0.65 0.71 0.57

a All calculations are for the IC radical anion but for differing
optimized geometries of the individual bases. Thus, I- and C0 are
calculated for the I optimized anion radical geometry and the C
optimized neutral structure.b All energies refer to the energy of the
fully optimized geometry for the IC anion radical (-882.3236903Eh).
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anion). We also show in Table 4 the fully optimized base-pair
anion radical for comparison.

As can be seen in Table 4, in the case of the fully optimized
base-pair anion radical, 100% of the spin is localized on C.
The most interesting result is that for the approach of the
optimized I anion to the optimized neutral C [I- & C0], which
shows that at these fixed geometries the electron still transfers
from the optimized I- to the neutral geometry of C. This shows
that the base pairing itself has a very strong effect on the excess
electron stabilization on cytosine and can overcome the sub-
stantial nuclear relaxation energy stabilization in I-. Obviously,
on subsequent appropriate relaxation of both rings to a new
electron distribution, the stabilization is substantially increased.
The results for the neutral geometries [I0 & C0] also show that
the electron would be favored on I in the separated systems
and on C in the base pair. Only in the case of the [I0 & C-] do
we find the electron on C in the separate systems. Here the
reorganization energy stabilizes the electron on C initially. The
change of charge and spin distributions in the other two
combinations shows the unpaired electron transfers from I to C
on its approach to the optimal distance. The transfer of spin to
C is, of course, not fully complete until relaxation (full
optimization without proton transfer, which will further stabilizes
the charge on C by about 7 kcal/mol) is allowed. However, the
relative energy changes drastically when the two bases approach
each other. These results clearly suggest that the electron is
favored on I in separated optimized systems and transfers to C
in the base pair and that base pairing itself without nuclear
rearrangement has an effect on the relative electron affinities
of the two bases, which increases the electron affinity of C
relative to that of I. This is mainly an effect of donor hydrogen
bonds and is discussed below.

Summary and Conclusions

In this work, we have calculated at the DFT B3LYP level
the energetics of AT and AU base-pair radical anions for
comparison to those of GC and IC, which have already been
reported14 at the same level and basis set (631+G(d)). These
combined results show that the EA of AT is the smallest and is
about 0.19 eV less than GC, its competitor for the electron in
DNA. As might be expected, the AT anion’s vertical electron
detachment energy (VEDE) is also the smallest among the four
base pairs. Not only does the AT base pair have the shallowest
trap depth (EA) but it also has the lowest reorganization energy
for electron transfer to an identical base pair. Thus, AT base
pairs provide the most favorable route for electron transfer. This
is in agreement with previous experimental observations that
electron-transfer rates were higher in polydAdT that in
polydGdC.1i

The adiabatic IEs of both AT and AU are 7.68 eV after ZPE
correction, which are higher than those of GC(6.90 eV) and
IC(7.63) that we reported earlier.14 These values are within ca.
0.1 eV of previous estimates.12,13Because GC has the smallest
AIE, the hole is preferentially stabilized on GC in DNA.

For an adiabatic hole-transfer process between two isolated
identical base pairs, the reorganization energy,λ, is found to
be lowest for the AT base pair. Because∆G is zero, this process
would be hindered by only the relaxation energy (λ/4 assuming
the Marcus-Sutin ET approach)1j and would result in an
activated hole-transfer processes (hopping). Therefore, hole
transfer through stretches of stacked ATs would be predicted
to be less hindered by reorganizational energy. Recent results
from Giese and co-workers1b suggest such a rapid transfer
through stacked AT sequences. In agreement, recent results by

Sartor et al. suggest a remarkably slow fall off in rates of transfer
as multiple AT stacks increase in length.1e Experiments on the
temperature dependence of hole transfer in DNA of differing
sequences are therefore of interest and encouraged because they
would provide valuable information on the barriers to electron
transfer. Our results might predict a substantial temperature
dependence for hole transfer from G to G in-GAAGAAG-,
for example, but a less-substantial dependence for transfer from
A to A (in AAAAA).

As discussed in the Introduction, a number of previous studies
show that proton transfer from G to C5f,11-14 or A to T13 is
likely for the base-pair cation radicals, and this may also slow
hole transfer. These previous studies suggest that proton transfer
is not complete and is reversible in double-stranded (ds) DNA
for both the AT and GC cation radicals. Thus, proton transfer
should have only a modest effect on hole transfer. Proton transfer
in the case of excess electron transfer in GC and IC will have
a far greater effect. For the case of GC and IC anion radicals,
proton-transfer reactions are quite energetically favorable and
will provide additional barriers to electron transfer of 3 and 7
kcal/mol for GC and IC, respectively.14 Such processes have
been suggested to explain the lower rates of electron transfer
in IC and GC polynucleotides.1g,i

In addition to proton transfer and the energetics described
for the individual base pair in Table 1, the electronic coupling
between DNA bases in the bridge between the donor and
acceptor, as well as the static and dynamic effects of the
environment (solvation and counterions),1d must also be con-
sidered to be factors controlling electron and hole transfer. In
this regard, recent work by Voityuk et al.16 and Olofsson and
Larsson2j has made initial inroads into understanding the energy
of excess electron transfer as a function of sequence in ds DNA.
The results on individual base pairs provided in this work are
important considerations, however, in any such transfer.

As a result of rapid developments in gas-phase techniques
involving biomolecules, including DNA bases,29-37 gas-phase
properties of DNA bases are of increasing interest. The
calculated values reported in this article and in other work5f,13

clearly show that ion-radical formation results in significantly
stronger base pairing energies. These predictions may now be
quantitatively tested by experiments on base pairs in the gas
phase, which are underway in other laboratories.28

Although cytosine and hypoxanthine(I) have similar values
for adiabatic electron affinities,7 in this work, we demonstrate
that the excess electron is favored on I in the separated system
and transfers to C when the two bases approach each other. In
earlier work, Colson et al. showed that a single donor hydrogen
bond from water5g or another DNA base5f could increase the
calculated electron affinity by up to 0.5 eV. This is mainly an
electrostatic effect of the donating proton’s charge. In the case
of the electron localization on C in IC, this is primarily
associated with the strong donor hydrogen bond from I, which
raises the electron affinity of C relative to that of I.
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